of the clubhouse.

Another important factor in postwar design is the planting of trees on the course. I have seen many possible good golf courses marred by lack of good planting. The location, selection and planting of trees on the golf course is as much a factor in golf design as the placing of traps, the outlining of fairways, or the location of trees. Unfortunately it is generally a sad afterthought in which a nurseryman and a few club members spot a few clumps of unnatural looking trees in a pepper and salt manner over the landscape.

The selection of good long-lived trees, native to the region are to be preferred. They also fit far better into the surrounding countryside whereas foreign or exotic types create a jarring or discordant note.

The scale and distances on a golf course are big and demand large planting groups, not small clumps of small spiky evergreens or shrubs. Most shrubs should be confined to the clubhouse grounds and should not be seen on the course itself. The planting of a golf course should be done by an expert and not the layman. It can make or break the appearance and the quality of the course.

Spalding Ads Feature Little Known Facts in Sports

Aimed at spurring public interest in all sports, early this month A. G. Spalding & Bros. launched its 1945 newspaper campaign with a sports series highlighting dramatic, little-known events in the world of sports. The series, in cartoon form, continues a radical departure in sports advertising, which won wide popularity when introduced in Spalding's newspaper advertising last spring. This year's series will be illustrated by Willard Mullins, ace sports cartoonist. Later, the cartoon series will be made available in booklet form without cost to the public.

Garland Worthington Rep

Worthington Mower Company announces the appointment of Donald F. Garland, 170 S. Victoria St., St. Paul 5, Minn., as their distributor for sales and service in Minnesota and northern Wisconsin. Now equipped with repair parts for Worthington machinery, Garland's postwar plans call for complete facilities for servicing of such equipment.

Player pleasure = Pro profit

That's the 12 year record of

PARGLOVS

The Pro Shops' Pace Maker in Glove Sales

HERE'S WHY: Exclusive design, popular price and compact display sell 'em on sight. Small inventory, minimum storage permits stocking wide size range. Strongly established popularity assures continuous season-long turn-over.

You'll be wise to ORDER NOW!

It'll be a good selling season if you can get the goods to sell. Take a tip and order now if you want to cinch your supply of Parglovs.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Open back—exposing to the open air and breezes all of the hand that is possible, and still retain the fine, stylish appearance of this glove.

Special finger construction, assuring correct fit not only when the glove is new, but throughout its entire life. Exclusive with PARGLOV.

Large ventilating holes between fingers—breathing in refreshing air all the time you play. An exclusive PARGLOV development.

USE THIS ORDER BLANK

ORDER BLANK

K. L. BURGETT CO. Please send us the following.
PEORIA 2, ILL.

PARGLOV

No. A2—$7.80 Dz.

Left hand gloves will be shipped except where pairs or rights are requested.

Shipping date desired

Name

Address

City State